NewsRelease
National Energy & Gas Transmission and TransCanada
announce sale agreement for Gas Transmission
Northwest Corporation
Transaction subject to U.S. Bankruptcy Court approval

BETHESDA, Md./CALGARY, Alberta – February 24, 2004 – (TSX:
TRP) (NYSE: TRP) – National Energy & Gas Transmission, Inc.
(NEGT) and TransCanada Corporation today announced an
agreement for TransCanada to acquire Gas Transmission
Northwest Corporation (GTN) for US$1.703 billion, including
US$500 million of assumed debt and subject to typical closing
adjustments.
GTN is a natural gas pipeline company that owns and operates
two pipeline systems – the Gas Transmission Northwest pipeline
system, formerly known as Pacific Gas Transmission, and the
North Baja Pipeline system.
The Gas Transmission Northwest pipeline system consists of
more than 1,350 miles (2,174 kilometres) of pipeline extending
from a point near Kingsgate, British Columbia, on the British
Columbia–Idaho border, to a point near Malin, Oregon on the
Oregon-California border. The natural gas transported on this
pipeline originates primarily from supplies in Canada for
customers located in the Pacific Northwest, Nevada and
California.
The North Baja pipeline is an 80-mile (128-kilometre) system.
It extends from a point near Ehrenberg, Arizona to a point
near Ogilby, California on the California–Baja California,
Mexico border. The natural gas transported on this system
comes primarily from supplies in the south-western United
States for markets in Northern Baja California, Mexico. The
sale of the North Baja pipeline is subject to a right of first
refusal by another company.

NEGT voluntarily filed for protection under Chapter 11 of the
U.S. Bankruptcy Code in July 2003. As a result, the sale of
GTN to TransCanada will be subject to bankruptcy court
approval, and will include a court-sanctioned auction process
in accordance with customary bidding procedures approved by
the bankruptcy court. Under a court-sanctioned auction, NEGT
will seek offers that are higher or otherwise better than that
which has been negotiated with TransCanada. As part of its
agreement, TransCanada is granted certain protections, subject
to court approval, most notably a break fee and expense
reimbursement if another bid is accepted. TransCanada also
retains the right to amend its offer should NEGT receive an
offer which is superior to its existing agreement with
TransCanada. The agreement contemplates that final bankruptcy
court approval of the sale will be obtained within 75 days
after signing of the agreement. The agreement also
contemplates bankruptcy court approval of the NEGT Plan of
Reorganization. Approval of NEGT’s Plan could occur at a date
later than the receipt of court approval of the sale. The sale
is also subject to anti-trust review.
TransCanada will finance the acquisition in a manner
consistent with maintaining its solid financial position and
credit ratings. In addition to its strong internally generated
cash flow and $1.5 billion of committed credit lines,
TransCanada has $1.35 billion and US$650 million of debt and/or
equity issuance capacity remaining under its Canadian and U.S.
shelf prospectuses, respectively. TransCanada may also
consider the sale of certain assets within its existing
portfolio. TransCanada expects the transaction to be accretive
to earnings and cash flow.
Lazard served as financial advisor to NEGT in connection with
this agreement. J.P. Morgan Securities Inc. and SG Barr
Devlin, a division of Société Générale, served as financial
advisors to TransCanada.
A map and fact sheet about the Gas Transmission Northwest
pipeline system and the North Baja Pipeline system is
available on the Internet at www.gtn.negt.com,
www.northbaja.negt.com and www.transcanada.com.
In addition to the pipeline businesses, NEGT has more than
7,300 megawatts of generation including a mix of natural gas,
coal/oil, hydroelectric, waste coal and wind power at numerous
facilities across the country.
TransCanada is a leading North American energy company.
TransCanada is focused on natural gas transmission and power
services with employees who are expert in these businesses.
TransCanada’s network of approximately 39,000 kilometres
(24,200 miles) of pipeline transports the majority of Western

Canada’s natural gas production to the fastest growing markets
in Canada and the United States. TransCanada owns, controls
or is constructing nearly 4,700 megawatts of power – an equal
amount of power can meet the needs of about 4.7 million
average households. TransCanada’s common shares trade under
the symbol TRP on the Toronto and New York stock exchanges.
Visit TransCanada on the Internet at www.transcanada.com for
more information.
FORWARD LOOKING INFORMATION
The information in this news release contains forward-looking statements
that are necessarily subject to various risks and uncertainties. Use of
words like “anticipate,” “estimate,” “intend,” “project,” “plan,” “expect,”
“will,” “believe,” “could,” and similar expressions help identify forwardlooking statements. These statements are based on current expectations and
assumptions which Gas Transmission Northwest Corporation management
believes are reasonable and on information currently available to
management. Actual results could differ materially from those contemplated
by the forward-looking statements. Although management believes that the
expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable,
future results, events, levels of activity, performance, or achievements
cannot be guaranteed. Although management is not able to predict all the
factors that may affect future results, some of the factors that could
cause future results to differ materially from those expressed or implied
by the forward-looking statements are described in greater detail in the
Gas Transmission Northwest Corporation’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for
the quarter ended September 30, 2003.
Certain TransCanada information in this news release is forward-looking and
is subject to important risks and uncertainties. The results or events
predicted in this information may differ from actual results or events.
Factors which could cause actual results or events to differ materially
from current expectations include, among other things, the ability of
TransCanada to successfully implement its strategic initiatives and whether
such strategic initiatives will yield the expected benefits, the
availability and price of energy commodities, regulatory decisions,
competitive factors in the pipeline and power industry sectors, and the
current economic conditions in North America. For additional information
on these and other factors, see the reports filed by TransCanada with
Canadian securities regulators and with the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission. TransCanada disclaims any intention or obligation to
update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.
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